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Music evokes emotion in listeners and emotions impact
our state of mind. Being able to identify emotion in mu-
sic provides information about the experienced emotion of
the listener. This information is useful in a wide array of
settings, ranging from music therapy to advertising. In this
paper, we develop a deep neural network emotion classifier
that uses different audio transformations (spectrograms) de-
signed to capture specific music concepts and find that dif-
ferent emotions are best captured by different transforma-
tions. We also compare time and frequency filters with tra-
ditional black box square filters in a convolutional neural
network to understand what the square filters may be cap-
turing.

It is challenging to identify how music conveys emotion,
which has generated vast amounts of psychology research on
music and emotion (Johnson-Laird and Oatley 2016; Juslin
and Laukka 2003; Juslin and Zentner 2001). The research
suggests that different emotions are associated with differ-
ent settings of music concepts, such as pitch and tempo
(Johnson-Laird and Oatley 2016). For example, happy music
typically has a wide range of pitches and a medium tempo
while sad music typically has a small range of pitches and
a slow tempo. Based on research about how humans per-
ceive sound, engineers have developed a number of sound
wave transformations to capture different music concepts.
For example, the Mel spectrogram highlights the frequencies
of perceptual relevance to a human listener while the short-
time Fourier transform (STFT) spectrogram reflects linear
frequencies.

Following the trend in many fields, deep neural networks
(DNNs) have demonstrated significant performance gains in
Music Emotion Recognition (MER) (Liu et al. 2017; Ma-
lik et al. 2017). While DNNs flexibly incorporate features
from the data, with high dimensional data such as audio and
video, conceptually developed input transformations using
domain knowledge may improve performance. We exam-
ine which input transformations are most useful for emo-
tion classification in music. DNNs tradeoff interpretability
for performance, making it difficult to understand what fea-
tures are captured (Lakkaraju, Bach, and Leskovec 2016).
We therefore seek to answer the following two research
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questions: 1) Can insights from psychology about how hu-
mans perceive emotion in music and insights from physiol-
ogy about how humans perceive sound improve the classi-
fication performance of a DNN emotion classifier? 2) Can
ideas from music theory improve the interpretability of a
DNN emotion classifier?

To answer the first research question, we take various two-
dimensional visual representations of acoustic sound waves
as inputs to a CNN to predict emotion. Since different types
of visual representations better capture different concepts
and different emotions can be mapped to these concepts,
we explore which transformation is the most predictive for
each emotion as measured by precision, recall, F1, and
AUC. We consider the following five transformations, which
are common to the MER literature and were developed to
capture specific music concepts: short-time Fourier trans-
form (STFT) spectrograms, Mel spectrograms, constant-Q
transform (CQT) spectrograms, chromagrams (chroma), and
Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) (Choi et al.
2017). The horizontal dimension for these inputs is time and
the vertical dimension is a transformation of frequency. For
example, CQT maps to music notes and chroma maps to
pitch class. The magnitude of each frequency is captured by
color in a spectrogram. We also combine the various trans-
formations using an ensemble classifier to take advantage of
any diversity in information that may exist among the trans-
formations (Dietterich 2000).

To answer the second research question, we build off the
musically-motivated filters introduced by Pons, Lidy, and
Serra (2016). Short and wide filters can be thought of as time
filters while tall and skinny filters can be thought of as fre-
quency filters. Time filters are designed to learn features that
capture temporal variation (e.g., tempo). Frequency filters
are designed to learn frequency-dependent features (e.g.,
pitch range). We compare time and frequency filters with
more traditional black box square filters to shed light on
what the black box filters can and cannot capture. In im-
age recognition, square filters capture spatial relationships
across both horizontal and vertical dimensions. However, the
relationship to musical concepts is not direct here.

We test the various transformations and filters with the
CAL500exp dataset, which contains 18 emotion tags for
3,223 acoustically homogeneous segments of music coming
from 500 Western popular songs (Wang et al. 2014). We use



ten-fold cross-validation for model training and testing and
split the data at the song-level to prevent data leakage. We
find that the Mel spectrogram outperforms the STFT spec-
trogram in terms of F1 and AUC, indicating that incorporat-
ing domain knowledge into a DNN can aid music emotion
recognition. However, transformations that most reduce the
frequency resolution (i.e., CQT, chroma, MFCC) do worse
than the less reduced visualizations (i.e., STFT, Mel). Re-
garding the musically-motivated filters, the classifiers gen-
erally learn more from the frequency filter than the time fil-
ter. The square filter outperforms both time and frequency
filters for the less reduced visualizations (STFT, Mel), sug-
gesting the square filter captures local dependencies across
both frequency and time that impact emotion recognition the
other two filters cannot capture. However, for CQT, chroma,
and MFCC, square filters do worse than frequency filters,
suggesting these transformations remove local dependen-
cies useful in emotion recognition. When determining clas-
sifier design, it is important to consider the interaction be-
tween the input and the filter. We find that different emotions
are best captured by different transformation-filter combina-
tions. Out of the set of transformations and filters we ana-
lyze, Mel spectrograms with square filters on average yield
the best classification performance as measured by F1.

Our Mel square DNN classifier outperforms the SVM
classifier developed by the creators of the CAL500exp
dataset (Wang et al. 2014) in terms of F1. The ensemble
classifier, which takes the majority vote of the classifiers
for each of the transformations, performs slightly better than
the Mel square combination. A classifier that uses the best
transformation-filter combination for each emotion outper-
forms the ensemble classifier.

Our empirical results suggest that despite the flexibility
of DNNs, domain knowledge can enable the development
of better performing emotion classifiers. In addition, filters
designed to capture specific concepts helps us understand
what black box filters are and are not capturing at a high
level (time vs. frequency). Further research should delve
deeper into what musical concepts, such as tempo or chord
consonance, are distilled out and what additional concepts
the square filters incorporate. Whereas we focus on emotion
recognition in music, the same methods and ideas could be
used more broadly with voice data.
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